Math & Science Mixed Media Resources: 
*Manipulatives, Realia, Educational Games, etc.*

- Addition Flash Cards
- Animal Classifying Cards – Desserts, Grasslands, Oceans & Tropical Forest
- Animal Tracks (6 barnyard animal track molds & 2 bags of casting plaster)
- Arithmablocks (plus Supplementary Bilingual Kit)
- Base Ten Blocks (100 base ten units, 50 rods, ten flats, 1 cube, 1 guide)
- Body Position Flash Cards
- Bolt Board (wooden board with places for 12 bolts & nuts of varying sizes)
- Book Plus Environmental Models – Ocean Habitat
- Book Plus Science Models - All About Roots
- Book Plus Science Models - From Seed to Plant
- Book Plus Science Models – The Heart
- Book Plus Science Models - Lifecycle of a Butterfly
- Book Plus Science Models – Lifecycle of a Frog
- Book Plus Science Models - Sun
- Book Plus Science Models – Water Cycle
- Calculator Cash Register with Play Money. Learning Resources.
- Calc-U-Vue Basic Teacher’s Kit (10 student calculators, 1 teacher’s overhead calculator, 1 activity book)
- Cash Pax- Money Briefcase (contains play coins & paper money bills)
- Centerstage Math, Gr. 2 - Addition & Subtraction Kit. ETA/Cuisenaire.
- Centerstage Math, Gr. 3 - Geometry & Measurement Kit. ETA/Cuisenaire.
- Centerstage Math, Gr. 4 - Fractions & Decimals. ETA/Cuisenaire.
- Centerstage Math, Gr. 5 - Probability & Statistics. ETA/Cuisenaire.
- Centerstage Science, Gr. 3 - Earth Science Kit. ETA/Cuisenaire.
- Centerstage Science, Gr. 4 - Life Science Kit. ETA/Cuisenaire.
- Centerstage Science, Gr. 5 - Physical Science Kit. ETA/Cuisenaire.
- Conceptual Bingo Convert: Fraction-Decimal-Percent (game)
- Conceptual Bingo Decimals: Six Calling Options (game)
- Conceptual Bingo Fractions: Six Calling Options (game)
- Conceptual Bingo Money: Dollars & Cents (game)
- Conceptual Bingo Whole Numbers: Six Calling Options (game)
- Compasses (35)
- Contour Shape and Dowel Set. Delta Education.
- Count and Add Puzzle Blocks. Learning Resources.
- Cuisenaire Rods - Classroom Basics Kit. ETA/Cuisenaire.
- Deluxe Brass Mass Set of 13 Weights (weights range from 1 to 1000 grams)
- Density Cube Set
- Dinosaurs Discovery Kit. Delta Education.
- Division Flash Cards
- Dominoes Classroom Basics Kit. (15 sets of double-six dominoes and 1 set of 28 overhead double six dominoes)
- Dot Dice Classroom Basic Set. (144 dice & 2 clear overhead dice)
- Earth Globe
• Farm Yard Animals Puzzle
• Fiskars for Kids Compasses (9 plastic compasses with English & metric scales)
• Fraction Tower Equivalency Cubes Classroom Basics Kit. ETA/Cuisenaire.
• Friendly Farm Animals (144 animal-counters in 2 sizes, 6 colors & 6 shapes)
• Geared Mini-Clocks Classroom Basic Kit (24 geared clocks)
• Geoboard Activity Cards: Primary
• Geoboard Activity Cards: Intermediate
• 10 Plastic Geoboards
• Graduated Cylinder Set. (7 cylinders: 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000 mls.)
• Hands on Teaching Strategies for Using Math Manipulative Kit. ETACuisenaire
• Hooked Mass Set/20 (set of 20 hooked weights)
• The Human Body Flip Chart. Learning Resources. (This item is missing.)
• Giant Three-Part Ear Model. ETA/Cuisenaire.
• Inspector Hector’s Everyday Science Tour Kit. LaMotte Chemical Prod. Co.
• Investigator Slide Viewer. Learning Resources. (This item can be used with Center Stage Science, Gr. 3 - Earth Science Kit.)
• Iron Filings (faculty use only)
• Judy Clock
• 12 Kids Scissors
• Learning Pack- Discovery Channel- Birds and Bees (Gr. 3-6)
• Lego Town Set
• Let’s Tackle Math (tackle box, activity book, sorting tray, 252 counters)
• Light and Sound Kit Gr. 4-6
• Link ’n’ Learn Kit. Learning Resources. (1000 plastic links, 1 activity book, 16 pattern & sequencing cards, 5 rubber stamps)
• Liquid Measuring Kit. NASCO.
• Lunar Globe
• Magnetic Wands with Chips (2 magnetic wands & 500 metal-rimmed chips)
• Mass Activities for the Precision School Balance Kit (20 activity cards & 30 Three Bear Family proportional weights)
• Math Activity Cards Library Set. Learning Resources.
• Math Rods – Addition & Subtraction Set. ETA/Cuisenaire.
• Math Rods - Multiplication & Division Set. ETA/Cuisenaire.
• Measuring Jars
• Money Lines (game)
• Motor Shape Sequence Board
• Multilink Cubes. ETA/Cuisenaire.
• Multiplication Flash Cards
• 3 Ohaus Triple Balance Beams
• Parquetry Blocks Puzzle
• Pattern Blocks. ETA/Cuisenaire. (250 wooden, pattern blocks)
• 3 Peg Boards. ETA/Cuisenaire.
• Place Value Modular Flip Charts. Educational Insights.
• Plane Magnetic Line of Force (transparent, acrylic case with magnetic filings)
• Plastic Beakers (5 beakers measuring 50, 100, 250, 500 & 1000 ml.)
• 24 Plastic Magnifying Glasses
• 100 Poly-Cons Plastic Containers. (1-1/2” x 1-1/2” diameter, 1 oz.)
• Power of Science Electricity Kit, Gr. 4-6. Learning Resources.
• 2 Precision School Balance Kits. Learning Resources.
• Pretend & Play Fruit and Vegetable Basket (1 basket, 12 plastic food pieces)
• Relationshapes- Geometric Attribute Shapes
• Ringa-Majigs Toy (79 snap-together pieces)
• 10 Plastic Rulers
• Science Center-Plants All Around Us Kit
• Shape Sorter Board (sorting board with 20 wooden pegs in 5 colors & shapes)
• Soft Foam Cross Section Earth Model
• Soft Foam Cross Section Sun Model
• Slinky
• 5 Stopwatches
• Student Grouping Pencils (set of 36)
• Student Plastic Ware Kit (2 beakers, 2 graduated cylinders, 1 funnel, 4 reagent bottles, 1 drop dispenser bottle, 1 wash bottle, 3 plastic test tubes, 6 pipettes)
• Subtraction Flash Cards
• Super Magnet Lab (7 magnet wands, 100 magnetic chips, 100 paper clips, 10 magnetic marbles, 2 bar magnets, 2 ring magnets, 2 metal horseshoe magnets, 1 plastic horseshoe magnet & 1 activity guide)
• Tangrams Classroom Basics Kit. ETA/Cuisenaire.
• Table-Top Unit Blocks – 2 Sets (58 wooden blocks in each set)
• Teacher Molecular Model Set
• Teddy Bear Counters (39 piece set)
• Telling Time Modular Flip Charts. Educational Insights.
• Ten-Row Counting Frame (Abacus)
• 12 Test Tubes & Test Tube Rack. United Scientific Supplies.
• 12 Glass Thermometers
• 2 Tuning Fork Sets (each set contains 8 tuning forks & 1 mallet)
• 2 Trundle Wheels (1 metric, 1 non-metric)
• Understanding PH Lab Investigation Kit. Neo/SCI.
• Unifix Cubes
• United Prism Set (6 acrylic prisms & 1 activity guide)
• U.S.A. Rock Collection & 50 State Fact Book (2 sets)
• Volume Comparison Set
• Volumetric Solids (15 plastic geometric shapes & 1 teacher’s guide)
• Weather Tracker Kit. (write and wipe board, 20 vinyl cling weather symbols & activity guide)
• White Write and Wipe Magnetic Marker Board (22” x 16” with green carrying case)
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